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Specializing in sail cloth tents is 
Sperry Tents of Marion, Massachusetts. 
Made by renowned sailmakers the Sperry 
family, since 1980, Sperry tents are hand-
crafted in a sail loft in Marion. The tents 
have the graceful lines of a ship under 
sail, and all the tent poles are spruce 
wood from Maine. “One of the benefits of 
a tented wedding is the luxury of creating 
your own beautiful outdoor room,” says 
Kelly Huettner, marketing director for 
Sperry Tents/Seacoast. “However, some 
people can find the idea of a blank can-
vas daunting. With our tents, you need 
not worry--they are beautiful just as they 
are.” 

Both Special Events of New England and 
Sperry Tents offer tents in sizes that can 
accommodate an intimate gathering of 
30 people or an extravaganza for thou-
sands. These companies can install dance 
floors, full wooden floors, closed in sides, 
and provide heat or fans to keep the 
tent comfortable in any weather. Sperry 
does not offer air conditioning, and while 
Special Events of New England does, Bob 
Soucy advises against it. “In order for the 
AC to cool down the tent, the tent must 
be completely closed in,” he says. “This 
negates the reason for choosing a tent in 
the first place--to have those cool breezes 
and natural views.”

“We try to make climate control as 
unobtrusive as possible,” says Kelly. “We 
place our heaters outside the tent, and 
that, combined with closed sides and the 
natural body heat of a crowd, gets the 
tent quite comfortable. When it is hot, we 
mount perimeter fans on the tent poles-
--they pull cool air from the outside in 
under the tent.” 

Sperry is also known for its unique floor-
ing, which is handcrafted and stained, 
then installed piece by piece. There are 
three color options, English cherry, which 
has a dark, mirrored finish; Nantucket 
driftwood, which appears white-washed 
and has a nice, “beachy” feel; and South-
ern Yellow Pine, which is a natural yellow 
plank flooring. 

 

   Food & Decor

Designers will tell you that a tent 
provides a magical backdrop for any 
bride’s vision. “Anything goes when it 
comes to designing a tented reception,” 
says Nicole. “Your options with florals and 
decor are not creatively limited, as they 

might be at a function hall due to the colors of the walls or the carpet patterns. For me, one of the 
most dramatic aspects is the impact that lighting can have. All tents look beautiful with Twilight or 
Cafe bulbs arranged around the ceiling--these are strands of naked bulbs like you see in European 
bistros. Paper lanterns are always popular, and we are seeing some great looks using old-fashioned 
carriage lanterns. For more formal weddings, you will even see people hanging chandeliers. I also 
love to do spotlights, which make the tent glow from inside, or uplighting. With uplighting, lights 
are suspended from the side poles and angled towards the peak of the tent. You can do uplighting 
in white or with colored gels that will illuminate the tent in your chosen color. The effect is gor-
geous.” 

“Tents are perfect for rustic weddings, with classic farm tables and lots of natural flowers,” says Jen-
nifer. “Colored linens work really well as they pop against the white walls of the tent. I also advise 
people that the view is part of the decor with a tented wedding. I did a tented wedding last year 

where the tent looked out towards Mt. Monadnock. It was perfect.”

Also in vogue are using sofas and cafe seating to create cozy lounge areas where both guests and 
the bridal couple can relax. 

Sail cloth tents need little adornment at their peaks as the wooden framework is stunning as is, but 
if a bride’s needs call for a metal framed tent, both Jennifer and Nicole note that not only can tent 
liners and linens easily conceal any unsightly structural elements, they can also add to the overall 
theme in the process.

When it comes to food, all options are open, from barbecue to lobster and filet mignon. “You can 
customize your wedding by the caterer and menu that you choose,” says Nicole. “For example, a 

coastal wedding could have the obvious yummy lobster/clambake while a casual, laid-back wed-
ding could be cocktail-themed and have no actual sit-down dinner. Instead, the caterer could serve 
dozens of passed and stationery appetizers throughout the night. I love sampling a lot of different 
foods, so this option is one of my personal favorites. And, since a tented wedding is outside, it can 
be fun to do something like a sundae bar or s’mores station--let guests feel like kids again.”

   Be Weather Wise

Among the foremost challenges to consider with a tented wedding is that old New 
England bugaboo, the weather. “Ideally, your special day will be sunny, 75 degrees and with a  light 
breeze,” says Jennifer, “but that is not always the case! You need to spend the extra money for tent 
sides to block the rain, and be prepared for any contingency. If it is hot and humid, that heat will be 
trapped in the tent, so you will need fans. You want to have backup plans to ensure that you and 
your guests will be comfortable.”

While planning for the weather is key, 
having a good understanding of what a 
tented wedding can cost is also es-
sential. “One should not assume that a 
tented wedding will be inexpensive,” 
says Nicole. “By the time you add up all 
the rental items, you could be looking at 
significant costs--sometimes as much or 
more than the cost of a function hall. Park-
ing for example, may not be a problem if 
your wedding is in a field, but if you are at 
a private home, you will need to arrange 
for a shuttle or trolley service to transport 
your guests from the hotel to the wed-
ding destination, or plan for the rental of 
a parking lot. It is important to consider 
the costs of not just the tent, but the floor-
ing, the furniture, the lighting, caterer, 
and all of your other vendors.”  

“When I hear someone say, ‘I’m just going 
to keep it simple and throw up a tent in 
the backyard’ it is a red flag,” says Jenni-
fer. “I realize they have not thought about 
the details. You have to provide porta-
potties, or those nice restroom trailers 
which even come with heat and AC. Bugs 
can be an issue, especially in a humid 
summer like this one. You may have to do 
a bug bomb prior to the event so your 
guests are not scratching and swatting all 
day. Caterers need generators and water; 
clean-up has to be provided. All of these 
details are very easy to accommodate 
but the costs can add up, and couples 
need to consider these facts. Sitting down 
with an event planner can help you get a 
realistic sense of the budget for a tented 
wedding and help you make sure every 
detail is covered so you have the experi-
ence you want.”

Bob Soucy agrees that couples need to 
be careful in their planning, but empha-
sizes that with a tented wedding, there 
are lots of options. “You can choose 
where you get your food from,” he says. 
“Maybe it is your favorite restaurant, 
maybe it is from a caterer or a family 
friends in the business. You are not locked 
into using who the function hall contracts 
with. Your reception can be as long or 
as short as you want; you are not limited 
to a certain timeframe as with a function 
hall. You have more freedom in decorat-
ing and can create a unique theme. You 
can have the tent all weekend if you wish. 
For a weekend wedding, my team will be 
there to put up the tent on Thursday night 
at the latest. We have brides who use the 
tent for Friday night’s rehearsal dinner, 
then for the wedding, then for a Sunday 
brunch or cookout before all the family 
departs. You have the tent, why not make 
the most of it?” 

Let the fairytale begin...    


